The nuclear quadrupole moment ͑NQM͒ of the 133 isotope of Cs is not accurately known. This is due to the fact that the electric field gradient ͑EFG͒ of Cs for the 6 p 1 2 P 3/2 excited state was only estimated from the 6p͗r Ϫ3 ͘ expectation value using Hartree-Slater calculations. CsF microwave data yield a very accurate nuclear quadrupole coupling constant ͑NQCC͒. We therefore decided to perform relativistic coupled cluster calculations for CsF in order to obtain a more accurate value for the Cs EFG. At the highest level of theory we obtain a NQM for the first vibrational-rotational state of Ϫ3.43(10) mb which should be more accurate than the previously estimated value of Ϫ3.7(1.6) mb or Ϫ9(4) mb.
I. INTRODUCTION
The nuclear quadrupole moment ͑NQM͒ of cesium is not accurately known. From high-resolution laser spectroscopy the spectroscopic hyperfine constants A and B can be obtained. A and B are the coefficients for the magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole contributions to the hyperfine structure, respectively. Thibault et al. 1 measured a B value of Ϫ1.35(80) MHz for the Cs atom in the 6p 1 2 P 3/2 excited state. In combination with a Hartree-Slater calculation, which gives ͗r Ϫ3 ͘ 6p ϭ1.227 a.u. for the 6 p 1 configuration, they compute the NQM according to the formula Q s ͓b͔ϭ6.998•10 Ϫ3 B͑6p 1 2 P 3/2 ͓͒MHz͔ϭϪ9͑4͒ mb. ͑1͒
Even if the measurement of B can be done very accurately, it can be assumed that a Hartree-Slater calculation for the Cs 6 p 1 electric field gradient ͑EFG͒ taking Sternheimer shielding into account causes considerable errors in the final NQM.
Svanberg and Rydberg 2 give a B value of Ϫ0.38(18) which yields according to formula ͑1͒ a NQM of Ϫ2.7 mb. A newer value of B (Ϫ0.53(2) MHz) was obtained by Tanner and Wieman in 1988 3 which leads according to ͑1͒ to a NQM of Ϫ3.7 mb. These values can also be found in the NQM compilation of Raghavan 4 and Pyykkö and Li. 5 In order to predict an accurate value for the Cs NQM a more sophisticated method for calculating the EFG should be used. The Hartree-Slater method does not account correctly for electron correlation and relativistic effects which can have a considerable contribution to the EFG. On the other hand, accurate nuclear quadrupole coupling constants ͑NQCC͒ for Cs are required. This constant can be measured with high accuracy from rotational spectroscopy of diatomic molecules and a compilation of 133 Cs 19 F results obtained by different methods is given by English and Zorn. 6 Hence we decided to calculate the EFG for Cs in CsF including both relativistic and electron correlation effects.
Treating relativistic and electron correlation contributions on the same footing is preferable but currently very laborious. 8 To overcome the problem of calculating EFGs from expectation values we developed a point charge NQM model ͑PCNQM͒ which allows for an accurate determination of the EFG tensor taking both relativistic and electron correlation effects into account. 9 Moreover, the PCNQM model can easily be applied for any ab-initio or density functional program package.
In the PCNQM model the nuclear quadrupole is simulated by an appropriate arrangement of point charges closely surrounding the nucleus, Fig. 1 . 9 This causes a perturbation to the electron distribution thus changing the total electronic energy. By varying the NQM the EFG can be obtained by numerical differentiation. In contrast to other approaches using the expectation value method, relativistic and electron correlation contributions to the EFG tensor can be obtained at any level of theory. Moreover, we have found that at both the relativistic and nonrelativistic level the electron correlation energy E cor changes linearly with the NQM perturbation. This allows to add the corresponding contributions to the EFG according to
where Q is the numerically varied NQM, E HF is the HartreeFock, Douglas-Kroll ͑DK͒ or Dirac-Fock ͑DF͒ energy without electron correlation. This formula depends of course on the choice of the point charge arrangement as discussed in our previous paper. 9 Therefore, the size and the displacea͒ Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; Electronic mail: schwerd@ccu1.auckland.ac.nz ments of the perturbing point charges have to be chosen in a reasonable range. For the Cs nucleus with a nuclear size of 1.05ϫ10 Ϫ4 a.u. we chose the displacement of the perturbing charges from the center of the nucleus according to Fig. 1 
II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

A. Cs basis
As a starting point for the cesium basis we used an eventempered set of exponents ͑see Tables I a, I b͒ which was reoptimized at a nonrelativistic level by minimizing the total electronic energy for neutral Cs taking the restrictions of the four-component calculations into account. These restrictions concern the selection of exponents for fulfilling kinetic balance in the Dirac-Fock case. The set of d exponents is therefore a subset of the s set, and the f exponents are taken from the p set in a range reasonable for the corresponding angular momentum function. 10 Selecting exponents describing functions with the same parity out of a common set reduces the size of the small component basis considerably and avoids numerical instabilities caused by closely neighboured exponents.
11 Therefore this basis set belongs to the dual family type. The use of kinetic balance condition together with basis set expansion techniques was discussed by several other authors. 10, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] The resulting optimized set was taken for both the onecomponent and four-component calculations which allows for a good comparison of methodological aspects. The corresponding contraction coefficients in the one-component case were taken from atomic nonrelativistic and DouglasKroll no-pair calculations with the MOLCAS program system. [18] [19] [20] [21] The Douglas-Kroll operator which was implemented into this program package allowed for a variationally bound calculation of scalar relativistic effects.
The Cs occupied atomic orbitals were described by CG-TO's using a (28s20p15d)→͓16s13p8d͔ scheme for all one-component calculations. This basis will further be denoted as Cs B1. We extended this basis by four uncontracted f functions to account for a better description of the molecular electron distribution. Since the EFG is a very sensitive property concerning small changes in the electron distribution it can be assumed that the addition of f functions will have some influence on the EFG. Calculations done with this extended basis will be denoted as Cs B2.
The contraction scheme for the four-component basis set is listed in Table I . The contraction scheme for fourcomponent wave functions is not as straightforward as in the one-component case because of the small component contraction and the spin-orbit coupling. We tried to resemble the one-component scheme in the large component of the Dirac-Fock basis as closely as possible. Without loss of accuracy compared to the uncontracted calculations it was possible to contract the 1s 1/2 ,...,4s 1/2 orbitals, the 2 p 1/2 , 2 p 3/2 ,...,4p 3/2 orbitals and the 3d 3/2 ,...,4d 5/2 orbitals. A contraction of the 5 p ͕1/2,3/2͖ orbitals led to convergence difficulties in the SCF procedure and was therefore omitted. The number of contracted exponents per angular momentum was the same in the one-component and four-component calculations. The contraction scheme in the small component is completely determined by the kinetic balance condition and reads as follows: 3s←3p 1/2 , 6p←(4s 1/2 ,2d 3/2 ), 6d ←(3p 1/2 ,3p 3/2 ), 4 f ←(2d 3/2 ,2d 5/2 ), where the first number in front of each l symbol stands for the number of contracted small/large functions and the functions right to the arrow designate the parent function which creates a corresponding small component function due to kinetic balance. If the four uncontracted f functions are added to obtain an enlarged four-component basis, additional g functions will appear in the small component. The corresponding small d functions are already available because they were not contracted. One easily realizes the advantage of such an exponent selection.
To estimate the quality of the basis sets applied we performed contracted and uncontracted atomic calculations and compared the total electronic energy with numerical results. The nonrelativistic Hartree-Fock limit for Cs is Ϫ7553.9336 a.u. 22, 23 Desclaux gives a relativistic value of Ϫ7779.91 a.u., 24 but this value includes the magnetic term of the Breit operator perturbationally which has opposite sign to the relativistic energy correction. We did not consider the Breit interaction in our results and the total energy of Ϫ7786.775 06 a.u. calculated with the GRASP program package 25 was used for comparison applying a Gaussian nuclear charge distribution instead of a point nucleus. The atomic total energy within a point nucleus approximation was lowered by 0.2989 a.u. It is well known that a point nucleus leads to higher exponents in the basis set expansion in contrast to the finite nucleus model. Using a finite nucleus causes the solution to be Gaussian at the origin because the basis set balance even at the origin can be fulfilled. 26 The DK routines of MOLCAS use a point nucleus which explains the high exponents in our scheme. We noted that additional hard s and p functions did not lower the energy significantly in an atomic DK calculation and we therefore considered this basis as saturated concerning scalar relativistic effects. Both the contracted and uncontracted four-component calculations are in excellent agreement with the numerical results for Cs ͑see In our previous considerations 9 on CuF we noticed a strong dependence of the EFG on the contraction length of the p functions. Since a high flexibility in the p functions leads to a considerable increase of basis functions a compromise concerning the contraction length had to be found. For this purpose a nonrelativistic one-component calculation with the Cs B2/F B2 basis was performed. In Table III the changes of the EFG expectation value with successive decontraction of the p functions can be found. According to the Cs contraction scheme mentioned in this section 11 exponents out of 20 were contracted which yields a total number of 13 p basis functions. The release of additional p exponents therefore adds one more basis function to the p set. As can be seen from Table III even the release of four more p exponents did not change the EFG considerably and therefore no further decontraction was necessary.
B. F basis
For fluorine the original augmented correlation consistent valence triple-zeta basis set ͑aug-cc-pVTZ͒ created by Dunning et al. 28, 29 was truncated and slightly modified for the four-component calculations. To keep the basis of moderate size the original (11s6p3d2 f )→͓5s4p3d2 f ͔ contraction was changed to a (11s7 p1d)→͓5s4p1d͔ scheme where the eight hardest s and four hardest p exponents were contracted. One hard p exponent of 128.1854 was added for a better description of the spin-orbit coupling of the 2p shell. 30 This F B1 basis was used for most of the calculations. Only a few calculations with the original larger ͓5s4 p3d2 f ͔ fluorine basis ͑denoted as F B2͒ were done mainly for estimating the size-dependency of the fluorine basis set. Four-component calculations with the F B2 basis were not feasible. The contraction for the four-component calculations is similar to that of the cesium atom and is described in our previous paper.
9
C. Correlated calculations
In all correlated calculations the five lowest MOs which correspond mainly to the Cs (1s2s2 p) core AOs were kept frozen and virtual orbitals with an energy greater than ϩ10 a.u. were excluded from the active orbital space. Our previous investigations on CuF have shown that the correlation energy behaves highly linearly with respect to the perturbing quadrupole charges. Therefore, the additivity of correlation and HF/DK/DF contributions to the EFG is justified.
With these basis sets the nonrelativistic HF energies for CsF are Ϫ7653.443 867 a.u. ͑Cs B1/F B1͒, Ϫ7653.447 858 a.u. ͑Cs B2/F B1͒ and Ϫ7653.448 255 a.u. ͑Cs B2/F B2͒ compared to the value of Ϫ7651.752 731 a.u. obtained by Davies using a (27s14p9d)→͓18s10p5d͔ contraction scheme for cesium and a (13s9 p3d)→͓6s4 p3d͔ contracted set for fluorine.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For the calculation of the 133 Cs NQM, the nuclear quadrupole coupling constant ͑NQCC͒ value of English and Zorn 6 for CsF was used ͑1.2370͑13͒ MHz͒. Other measurements of the NQCC yielded 1.2383͑6͒ MHz, 32 1236.6͑20͒ kHz, 33 and 1240͑8͒ kHz. 34 The NQM computes then according to the well known formula e 2 qQ/h ͓MHz͔ϭ234.9647eq ͓a.u.͔eQ ͓b͔, ͑3͒
where e 2 qQ/h stands for the NQCC given in MHz, eq for the total EFG including the electronic and nuclear part from the other atoms, and eQ represents the desired NQM in barns. The calculations were done at the experimental bond distance of 2.345 351 Å 35 resulting in a nuclear contribution to the Cs EFG of 0.206 753 3 a.u. The results are shown in Table IV and V. At the HF level a considerable change in the 133 Cs NQM is obtained when extending the Cs basis from B1 to B2 ͑which corresponds to the addition of f functions͒. In the nonrelativistic case this leads to a decrease of Ϫ0.31 mb whereas in the DK and DF case a decrease of Ϫ0.21 mb was calculated. Since the inclusion of high angular momentum functions is very expensive especially in the four-component calculations we checked the influence of additional high angular momentum functions on the EFG at the DK level. Addition of one harder and one softer uncontracted f function to the Cs B2 basis set with the exponents 25.750 863 and 0.157 164 reduced the EFG at the DK level from Ϫ1.6211 a.u. to Ϫ1.6097 a.u. This corresponds to a change of the NQM of Ϫ0.02 mb and can be considered negligible. Addition of a correlating g function with the exponent 0.424 439 gave no further change of the EFG on DK-HF level. In contrast to a negligible change on the HF level we expected a higher change of the EFG at the correlated level because of the additional virtual orbitals which become available within the allowed energetic range (⑀ virt р10 a.u.). The estimation of additional correlation effects was computationally feasible only at the MP2 level. One can see in Table IV that a MP2 treatment gives a better resemblance of the CCSD͑T͒ correlation contributions than a separate CCSD calculation and should therefore be a reasonable choice. After adding the two f functions the EFG at the MP2 level changed from Ϫ1.5966 a.u. to Ϫ1.5611 a.u. (ϩ0.0355 a.u.) which corresponds to a lowering of the NQM from Ϫ3.30 mb to Ϫ3.38 mb. A further but much smaller increase of the EFG to Ϫ1.5521 a.u. ͑decrease of the NQM to Ϫ3.40 mb͒ was calculated after the addition of one g function. It is therefore justified to neglect the influence of g functions even when they allow for correlation with the f functions. The total effect on the EFG with two additional f and one additional g function can therefore be estimated as Ϸϩ0.0445 a.u. (Ϫ0.1 mb) . These additional f and g functions will be used for estimating basis set deficiencies but will not be applied in all subsequent calculations in order to keep the basis set at a tractable size. Addition of f functions on fluorine yields only a negligible change in the NQM (F B1→F B2). We therefore decided that a larger fluorine basis would not be necessary for an accurate determination of the Cs EFG. There is an excellent agreement in the Cs EFGs between the DK and DF results. The biggest four-component calculation feasible was the one using the Cs B2/F B1 basis set including the small/ small (SS/SS) integrals ͑denoted as SS for the following͒. Comparing the computed NQM with the value neglecting the SS integrals shows that the difference is less than 0.01 mb and within the accuracy of the PCNQM method. General considerations which treat the possibility of neglecting SS integrals can be found elsewhere. [36] [37] [38] Visscher points out that a Coulomb correction instead of a full SS integral computation yields results for the geometry and spectroscopic constants which are in very good agreement with the full treatment. 38 Saue et al. applied this method to CsAu with a deviation in the equilibrium bond length of only 0.08 pm and 0.2 cm Ϫ1 in the harmonic frequency. 11 For our EFG calculations a Coulomb correction was not necessary as can be seen in Table VI . According to the PCNQM method the EFG is computed by using the first derivative of the electronic energy with respect to the perturbing quadrupole charges and the constant shift in the total electronic energy caused by the SS integrals is obviously little influenced by this perturbation.
The MP2 correction to the NQM is considerable for the small Cs basis ͑B1͒ in contrast to the small correction obtained with the larger Cs B2 basis set. Compared to the HF value the corrections from CCSD are much smaller than the corrections including the triples perturbatively which shows that the triples are not negligible in EFG calculations. Since this is the highest level of correlation performed for CsF we will try to verify the additivity of the electron correlation and relativistic contributions for this case. For the nonrelativistic case the difference between the HF and CCSD͑T͒ calculation is Ϫ0.19/Ϫ0.08 mb for the ͑Cs B1,F B1͒/͑Cs B2,F B1͒ sets. The corresponding differences at the DK level are Ϫ0.18/ Ϫ0.08 mb for the same basis sets. The difference for the Cs B2/F B2 sets was calculated only for comparison and amounts to Ϫ0.13 mb. As mentioned before, extending the F basis lowers the NQM insignificantly and is within the numerical accuracy of the PCNQM method.
In general, the changes in the EFG are considerable after turning to a relativistic calculation of the wave function. Since the EFG operator behaves proportional to r Ϫ3 changes of the wave function in the core region would have the largest effect on the EFG and therefore the direct relativistic effects become most important. 7 In order to perform DK calculations a transformation to the momentum space has to be performed and yields a two-component no-pair reformulation of the original four-component Dirac equation with a decoupling of the small and large component up to a certain accuracy. Within this picture change one has also to transform the EFG operator which is a considerable task compared to the much simpler Coulomb operators already routinely implemented. As Kellö and Sadlej pointed out recently 39 there are different approximations in treating the various operators in the framework of the picture change. A very convenient way is the calculation of the expectation value of the untransformed perturbational operator using the two-component wave function of the unperturbed transformed Hamiltonian which corresponds to the neglect of the picture change for the perturbation operator. This approximation performs very well in situations mainly determined by the valence orbitals such as dipole moments and polarizabilities. 40 In spite of that Kellö and Sadlej got a considerable deviation for the EFG comparing the neglect of picture change for the EFG operator with the value obtained by the PCNQM method which includes the picture change. 39 This also holds for our results calculated within the DK framework. The EFGs without the nuclear part for the Cs B1/F B1, Cs B2/F B1 and Cs B2/F B2 are Ϫ1.9429 a.u., Ϫ1.8279 a.u., and Ϫ1.8245 a.u. using the PCNQM method compared to the expectation values of Ϫ2.0648 a.u., Ϫ1.9388 a.u., and Ϫ1.9341 a.u.
In Fig. 2 we have plotted the contributions to the EFG without the nuclear part at the nonrelativistic and relativistic level with respect to the internuclear distance R. In the nonrelativistic case where a picture change does not occur the PCNQM results agree perfectly with the expectation values over the field gradient operator. The DK results are always energetically deeper than the HF values and both of them tend to zero in the limit of large internuclear distances as expected. The closed shell formalism does not describe the dissociation process correctly and gives a Cs ϩ /F Ϫ limit. Therefore the Cs EFG should be zero at large distances as this would also be the case for a homolytic fragmentation, CsϩF.
The MP2 contribution to the EFG has the same trend for the NR and DK case and has the opposite trend as the HF contributions for small distances.
Since the DK result for the Cs B2/F B1 set is nearly identical to the DF value we could use the one-component calculations for the vibrational-rotational contributions. For this purpose we used the potential curve and EFGs at MP2 level. For 21 points in the bond distance range of 3.432 a.u. to 8.432 a.u. a MP2 potential curve was calculated with a minimum at 4.484 a.u. ͑exp. 4.432 070 6 a.u.͒ and the corresponding EFG values were evaluated at the MP2 level. In Fig. 3 where a fit up to the second vibrational level was done. We observed that the electronic contributions to the EFG had the biggest influence on the vibrational contributions compared to the nuclear part. For the ground state (ϭ0) the EFG is therefore shifted from Ϫ1.5966 a.u. ͑EFG at r e ͒ to Ϫ1.5884 a.u. which corresponds to a change of Ϫ0.01 mb and can be considered negligible. As our final value for the EFG we take the DK Cs B2/F B1 CCSD͑T͒ value corrected by spin-orbit effects ͑SO͒ and further correlation contributions due to basis set incompleteness error ͑BSIE͒ where approximate additivity of these effects was assumed. 
͑6͒
which gives Ϫ1.5351 a.u. for ϭ0 and a corresponding final NQM of Ϫ3.43(10) mb. The error given in parenthesis is estimated from Eq. ͑5͒, i.e., we assumed that higher order contributions than triples to CCSD are smaller than the triples contributions and further extension of the basis set will lead to errors smaller than ⌬EFG 
͑7͒
we multiplied Eq. ͑6͒ with the appropriate conversion factor to exactly obtain the first coefficient. This gives Ϫ16.31 and ϩ0.173 for the (ϩ 2 coefficients, respectively, which is in very good agreement for the first two coefficients.
